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Self-Organization of Sorted
Patterned Ground
M. A. Kessler*† and B. T. Werner
Striking circular, labyrinthine, polygonal, and striped patterns of stones and soil
self-organize in many polar and high alpine environments. These forms emerge
because freeze-thaw cycles drive an interplay between two feedback mechanisms. First, formation of ice lenses in freezing soil sorts stones and soil by
displacing soil toward soil-rich domains and stones toward stone-rich domains.
Second, stones are transported along the axis of elongate stone domains, which
are squeezed and conﬁned as freezing soil domains expand. In a numerical model
implementing these feedbacks, circles, labyrinths, and islands form when sorting dominates; polygonal networks form when stone domain squeezing and
conﬁnement dominate; and stripes form as hillslope gradient is increased.
Patterns delineated by distinct stone and soil
(fine-grained) domains visible at the ground
surface are formed by cyclic freezing and thawing of decimeter- to meter-thick soil layers in
polar and high alpine environments. The observed range of sorted patterned ground includes sorted circles, labyrinthine stone and soil
networks, stone islands, sorted polygons, and
sorted stripes on hillslopes (Fig. 1). These
quintessential forms constitute one of the most
striking suites of geomorphic patterns. The diversity of sorted patterned ground has been
attributed to a multiplicity of formation mechanisms (1). The underlying processes include
particle sorting (2, 3), freezing and thawing (2,
4, 5), deformation of frozen soil (6), and soil
creep (7), but the range of forms has not been
captured in a single model (8 –11).
Patterns in a broad range of environments
have been hypothesized to form by self-organization [e.g., (12–17)], whereby nonlinear, dissipative interactions among the small- and fastscale constituents of a system give rise to order
at larger spatial and longer temporal scales (18).
Because transport in the active layer (the soil
layer experiencing annual or diurnal freezing
and thawing) is highly nonlinear and dissipative,
self-organization is a candidate for the general
mechanism underlying sorted patterned ground
(10–12). In this case, a smooth change in controlling parameters might lead to an abrupt shift
in the type of sorted patterned ground without a
change in processes causing the pattern. We
have developed a numerical model within which
sorted patterned ground self-organizes, with
transitions between patterns controlled by the
relative magnitude of two feedback mechanisms
plus hillslope gradient.

The first feedback (Fig. 2), between stonesoil interface morphology and transport of
stones and soil by frost heave, acts to laterally
sort the active layer by moving stones toward
areas of high stone concentration and soil toward areas of high soil concentration. Given a
layer of stones overlying fine-grained soil
(formed by deposition or vertical sorting), a
laterally uniform stone-soil interface is unstable
to perturbations because of frost heave near the
interface. A freezing front (0° isotherm) descending from the ground surface mimics the
morphology of the stone-soil interface because
it descends faster in overlying stone regions
(which are dry) than in fine-grained soils
[which retain substantial water and must freeze
as well as be cooled (19 –21)]. Consequently,
where the interface is inclined, frost heave
(which acts normal to the freezing front) pushes

soil down and toward soil-rich regions and
pushes stones up and toward stone-rich regions,
eventually giving rise to distinct stone and soil
domains (11, 22).
The second feedback, between stone domain morphology and stone transport, stabilizes
and promotes elongation of linear stone domains by transporting stones along their axes.
Laterally directed frost heave near the stone-soil
interface squeezes the stone domain (23), thereby elevating its surface by an amount proportional to lateral frost heave. Resulting alongaxis gradients in uplift drive stone transport
along the stone domain if stones are laterally
confined within stone domains. Such confinement is promoted by low surface relief across
stone domains, which results when rapid freezing of stone domains causes uniform lateral
frost heave with depth in surrounding soils
(24). Squeezing and confinement stabilize the
vertical thickness of stone domains, because
uplift increases with thickness, causing stones
to avalanche from regions of high to low thickness. Similarly, squeezing and confinement stabilize the width of stone domains because wider
sections, which are deeper and more easily
deformed (25), experience greater uplift than do
narrower sections. Squeezing and confinement
also elongate stone domains because uplift promotes avalanching of stones toward and off
narrow and shallow ends.
In a numerical model implementing these
feedbacks (26), stones move in two dimensions
representing an active layer in plan view (27).
The effects of soil domains on stones are calculated from the current configuration of
stones. Beginning with a random configuration,
the two feedback mechanisms drive incremen-
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Fig. 1. Forms of sorted patterned ground (scale bars apply to foreground): (A) sorted circles (full
scale bar ⬃2 m) and (B) sorted labyrinths (full scale bar ⬃1 m), Kvadehuksletta, Spitsbergen; (C)
sorted stripes (full scale bar ⬃1 m), Tangle Lakes region, Alaska; and (D) sorted polygons (full scale
bar ⬃1.0 m), Denali Highway, Alaska.
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tal stone displacements over repeated iterations,
each of which represents a freeze-thaw cycle.
Additionally, during each iteration, surface
stones are displaced downslope a distance proportional to the hillslope gradient.
Lateral sorting is abstracted by first calculating a surface, H, that decreases with local
stone concentration [averaged over a radius Dls
(28) and weighted by inverse distance], which
represents a smoothed version of the stone-soil
and air-soil interfaces. Then stones are moved a
distance ␦xls downslope (toward regions of
high stone concentration) proportional to the
local gradient of this surface [␦xls ⫽ Kls  H,
where Kls is a diffusion constant (29) determin-

ing the rate of stone motion]. Far from a stone
domain, these displacements represent transport
by surface creep; close to a stone domain, they
represent the combined effects of surface creep
and sorting caused by frost heave at freezing
fronts inclined to the stone-soil interface. This
abstraction simulates the positive feedback of
lateral sorting because areas of high stone concentration generate dips in the surface that attract more stones.
Within stone domains, motion by lateral
squeezing and confinement is abstracted as diffusion of stones biased parallel to the axis of the
stone domain: ␦xsq ⫽ ⱍKsq  Uⱍû, where U is the
surface uplift owing to lateral squeezing of the

Fig. 2. Feedback mechanisms for
sorted patterned ground: lateral
sorting (A and B) and lateral
squeezing and conﬁnement (A, C,
and D). (A) Frost heave expands
soil perpendicular to the freezing
front (cross section). Horizontal
lines indicate zone of lateral frost
heave near the stone-soil interface; vertical lines indicate zone of
vertical frost heave near the
ground surface. (B) Surface stones
creep toward stone domains, subsurface soil is driven toward the
interior of the soil domain, and
stones are pushed toward stone
domains by frost heave near the
stone-soil interface (cross section)
(11). (C) Stones avalanche away
from regions where stone domains
are thicker, which experience
greater uplift by lateral squeezing (vertical section along the stone domain axis). (D) Regions where
stone domains are wider experience greater uplift owing to lateral squeezing (plan view); stone
motion (open arrows) is away from wider areas and parallel to the stone domain axis.

Fig. 3. Sorted patterned ground model simulations showing pattern transitions with varying
parameters (three-dimensional perspective view with gray stone domains and brown soil domains).
(A) Stone concentration decreases left to right from 1400 to 100 stones/m2; lateral conﬁnement
Csq ⫽ 0.0. (B) Hillslope gradient increases left to right from 0° to 30°; Csq ⫽ 0.0, 100 stones/m2.
(C) Csq increases left to right from 0.0 to 1.0, 100 stones/m2. Simulation size ⫽ 50 ⫻ 10 m, cell
width ⫽ 0.1 m, lateral sorting length scale Dls ⫽ 0.5 m, lateral sorting diffusion constant Kls ⫽
0.005 m2/cycle, lateral squeezing length scale Dsq ⫽ 0.2 m, lateral squeezing constant Ksqdw ⫽
0.002 m3/cycle (where dw is the amount of squeezing), maximum depth of stone domains Hmax ⫽
20 stones, 500 iterations.

stone domain (26) and Ksq is a diffusion constant (29) determining the rate of downslope
stone transport. The direction of transport, û, is
the average of a unit vector pointing along the
axis of the stone domain (determined over a
distance Dsq and weighted by a constant factor
Csq) and a randomly oriented unit vector
(weighted by the factor 1 – Csq). The length
scale Dsq corresponds to the distance over which
the direction of lateral frost heave varies, as
controlled by heat conduction and the thickness
of the frozen layer (30). The nondimensional
weighting Csq (ranging from 0 to 1) encapsulates the degree of confinement of stones to the
stone domain; increasing Csq increases the
along-axis component of stone diffusion and
decreases the radially symmetric component.
Increasing Ksq represents increasing lateral
squeezing and uplift, which increases the alongaxis and radially symmetric components of
stone diffusion. Changing the along-axis component of stone diffusion independent of the
radially symmetric component can be accomplished if Ksq and Csq are varied simultaneously,
keeping Ksq(1 – Csq) constant.
As the mean concentration of stones, the
hillslope gradient, and the degree of lateral confinement were varied in our model, sorted circles, labyrinths, islands, stripes, and polygons
emerged (Fig. 3). Without lateral confinement
(Csq ⫽ 0) and as stone concentration was decreased, sorted circles transitioned to labyrinths
at ⬃1000 stones/m2 and then to stone islands at
⬃700 stones/m2 (Fig. 3A), because isolated
stone domains coalesce when separated by a
distance less than the length scale associated
with subsurface soil motion by frost heave, Dls.
With stone concentration fixed at ⬃100 stones/
m2 and increasing hillslope gradient, stone islands transitioned to downslope stripes at ⬃10°
(Fig. 3B). This transition is determined by the
magnitude of downslope transport away from a
stone domain versus transport toward the stone
domain by lateral sorting processes, and consequently it occurs at increasing hillslope gradient
as lateral sorting into stone and soil domains
progresses. Stone islands transitioned to sorted
polygons with increasing lateral confinement
(Csq, Fig. 3C) or along-axis transport (Ksq). For
Csq ⬎ ⬃0.6, the outward transport of stones
owing to lateral squeezing exceeded the inward
transport of stones by lateral sorting processes,
and stone islands were drawn out into the linear
stone domains of sorted polygons.
Physically, the transition from islands to
polygons can be attributed to decreased soil
compressibility and rapid freezing in stone
domains with large air-cooled pores (large
stones). Less compressible soil reduces the
lateral sorting mechanism that causes instabilities in the depth of stone domains. Rapid
freezing increases lateral frost heave at depth,
which increases squeezing and reduces the
surface relief across stone domains (24),
thereby increasing confinement.
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Table 1. Statistical comparisons of polygon area
and angle distributions in Fig. 5. Values are probabilities of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis
that a given pair of distributions does not share
the same parent distribution, calculated using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

Fig. 4. Development of sorted
polygons from a random initial
conﬁguration. Blue ovals indicate a
small polygon evolving to an intersection. Black ovals indicate a
transition from a four-way to a
three-way intersection through
the shrinking of a neighboring soil
domain. Yellow ovals indicate an
unstable perturbation on a stone
domain extending across a soil domain. Numbers indicate the iteration pictured. Simulation size ⫽
10 ⫻ 10 m, 10,000 stones, cell
width ⫽ 0.1 m, Dls ⫽ 0.5 m, Kls ⫽
0.005 m2/cycle, Dsq ⫽ 0.2 m,
Ksqdw ⫽ 0.002 m3/cycle, Csq ⫽
1.0, Hmax ⫽ 10 stones.

Sorted polygons (Fig. 4) experience richer
dynamics than other patterns because they result
from an interplay between the two feedback
mechanisms. Three-way intersections became
equiangular in our model because frost heave–
induced squeezing was reduced and less focused
in the soil domain bordered by the stone domains forming the smallest intersection angle.
Therefore, stones preferentially avalanched toward the smallest intersection angle, causing the
intersection to migrate in this direction, thereby
increasing the smallest intersection angle at the
expense of the other two. This mechanism also
causes four-way intersections to be unstable. At
the intersection, lateral squeezing from frost
heave in the soil domains enclosed by the two
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(generally opposing) larger intersection angles is
greater than that in the other two soil domains;
therefore, stones are squeezed between the larger soil domains and consequently avalanche toward the two soil domains enclosed by the
smaller intersection angles. This divergent stone
avalanching from the intersection elongates the
four-way intersection into a linear stone domain
with a three-way intersection at each end.
The initial spacing of sorted polygons generally was two to three times the radius over
which stone concentration was calculated, Dls.
The mean polygon size increased by elimination of polygons with fewer sides than the
polygons that surrounded them. The tendency
of intersections to move in the direction of the

Distributions

Angle

Area

Model-model
East-model
West-model
East-west

0.7 ⫾ 0.2
0.6 ⫾ 0.1
0.5 ⫾ 0.1
0.67

0.8 ⫾ 0.2
0.82 ⫾ 0.05
0.4 ⫾ 0.2
0.91

smallest intersection angle causes polygons
with fewer sides (and therefore smaller intersection angles) to shrink to four-way or fiveway intersections that then transition to threeway intersections (Fig. 4). Similar transitions in
soap bubbles and magnetic fluid froths have
been reported (31, 32).
Large soil domains were dissected when
random perturbations on the stone-soil interface developed into linear stone domains
that extended across the soil domain, a
process that was particularly active when
lateral confinement was only moderate
(Csq ⬍ ⬃0.8, Fig. 3C) or if stone diffusion
by lateral squeezing was large relative to
lateral sorting (Ksq ⬎⬎ Kls). The mean polygon size stabilized when the frequencies of
dissection of a soil domain and elimination
of a soil domain were similar, generally in
the range ⬃3Dls to ⬃5Dls.
Sorted polygons in the model and in nature appear similar because of the prevalence
of roughly equiangular three-way intersections surrounding nearly equidimensional
polygons with a fairly narrow distribution of
sizes. As a quantitative test of this model,
distributions of intersection angles and normalized polygon areas predicted from the
model (using parameters as in Fig. 4) were
compared with the corresponding distributions measured from sorted polygon networks
within two desiccated pond basins in Alaska
(Fig. 5 and Table 1) (33). Within the variability between the measured networks, modeled
and measured polygons are consistent.
In our model, all forms of sorted patterned
ground form via self-organization from just
two straightforward feedback mechanisms:
lateral sorting and stone domain squeezing.
Sharp transitions between patterns occur as
three parameters are varied: stone concentration, hillslope gradient, and the relative
strength of lateral sorting and squeezing.
Squeezing and confinement—which are critical for the development of the most common
pattern, sorted polygons—are enhanced by
rapid freezing in stone domains with large,
air-cooled pores and by low soil compressibility. This model suggests that the presence
and type of pattern can be diagnostic of active
layer properties and the relative magnitudes
of the primary transport processes.
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Fig. 5. (A) Intersection angle
and (B) polygon area (normalized by the mean polygon
area) probability distributions from sorted polygons in
Alaska and predictions from
the model using parameters
as in Fig. 4, except with simulation size of 30 ⫻ 30 m.
Dashed line, west pond; dashdot line, east pond; solid line,
model. Error bars represent
SD of 10 independent model
runs. Model is consistent
with measurements within
their level of variability.
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The Global Morphology of Wave
Poynting Flux: Powering the Aurora
A. Keiling,1*† J. R. Wygant,1 C. A. Cattell,1 F. S. Mozer,2
C. T. Russell3
Large-scale, electric currents ﬂowing along magnetic ﬁeld lines into the polar
regions of Earth are thought to be the main contributors of the energy that
powers the ionospheric aurora. However, we have found evidence for global
contributions from electromagnetic waves (Alfvén waves). Data that were
collected from the Polar spacecraft over the course of 1 year show that the ﬂow
of wave electromagnetic energy at altitudes of 25,000 to 38,000 kilometers
delineates the statistical auroral oval. The Poynting ﬂux of individual events
distributed along the auroral oval was larger than 5 ergs per square centimeter
per second, which is sufﬁcient to power auroral acceleration processes. This
evidence suggests that in addition to magnetic ﬁeld-aligned currents, the
dayside and nightside aurora is globally powered by the energy ﬂow of these
high-altitude Alfvén waves.
Earth’s aurora occurs statistically and often simultaneously in an oval-shaped belt (Fig. 1A)
around the magnetic poles (1). Magnetic field

lines connect this auroral oval to the magnetosphere, the region above the atmosphere that is
dominated by Earth’s magnetic field and filled
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